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Dear readers,

This new number of the NESUS Newsletter, the third one

reflect the healthy status of COST Action IC1305 (NESUS), that

has been growing with new COST and IP members to reach

more than 75 institutions and 220 members around the

world. During the last six months, the Action has kept the

pace from the former period and has produced very fruitful

results for the NESUS community. Four meetings have been

made since the last newsletter, two MC meetings and two

WGs meetings. The third MC meeting was held in Budapest in

April, and its major goal was to evaluate results for the first

year and plan activities for the second year. In July, the third

WGs meeting was held at IMEC in Leuven. Almost 60 people

attended again to this WGs meeting, consuming the available

budget, showing that the interest of the members is nor

decaying. Almost 20 presentations of WGs activities were

made, together with external speakers and a special track to

start the research roadmap activities. Finally, we celebrated

the Second Workshop of the action (NESUS 2015) , together

with the Fourth MC meeting, in Krakow on September 2015.

Eighteen selected papers, a poster session, and three

external invited speakers made a very successful workshop. I

would like to thank all speakers for his kindness and

interesting contributions.

As a result of the scientific cooperation, the number of STSM

of the first grant period was finally more than 20, showing the

strong links in the community, and two journal special issues

have been now published. But again we are specially proud

to have the second proceedings book coming entirely from

the Action cooperation, the Proceedings of the Second

International Workshop on Sustainable Ultrascale

Computing Systems (NESUS 2015) , a summary of the best

contributions the second action workshop held in Krakow on

September 2015. NESUS web site is now populated with a lot

of information coming from action activities and members.

The applications and tools catalogues are running and they

are being populated with a constant pace. Our new tool to

publish jobs and research positions in the NESUS web site

has become very popular and we receive frequently offers

from research institutions and companies. The activity keeps

being strong in the web site, as we show in this newsletter.

For 2015, it is time in NESUS to increase cooperation to define

ultrascale services and to make surveys in the community

(research, industry and users) to elaborate a first version of

the NESUS research roadmap that will be the leading trail for

future activities in the Action. NESUS will also celebrate the

first Winter School in February 2016 in Timisoara (Romania) .

Our first winter school will be devoted mainly to early stage

researchers and to allow PhD students to exchange ideas and

to have mentorship from experienced members of the Action.

Education is very important to make the community grow

and to raise awareness on sustainability in ultrascale

computing, which is a major goal of the NESUS Action.

I hope you can stay with us and follow NESUS activity in the

coming three years that are still left for our COST Action.

Kind regards,

Jesus Carretero
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The third working groups meeting of the NESUS COST Action took place at IMEC (Leuven) in July 2-3. The participants were

welcomed by Prof. Jesus Carretero, Action Chair, and by Roel Wuyts, LocalOrganizer. The goal was to gather working group

members and to allow them to present ongoing work in each WG. In total, twelve presentations were made covering practically

all working groups.

To promote external cooperation with other EU research projects, speakers from EuroExa projects were invited. As a results,

three presentations were made: DEEP & DEEP-ER Project by Damian Alvarez; Exa2ct Project by Tom Vander Aa; and EPiGRAM

Project by Stefano Markidis.

The first day was closed with a nice BBQ courtesy of IMEC, that was very helpful to strengthen social contacts among action

members. On the second day we had a very interesting industrial session with a presentation from Hewlett Packard, presented

by Patric Demichel, to show new HPC architectures and the Moonshot architecture for high-throughput processing.

A Meeting led by Prof Leonel Sousa (leader of WG1) was held to start the process for the research roadmap. Presentations were

made by Peter Kroft, Pierre Kuonen and Tuan Anh Trinh, summarizing other existing research roadmaps (Exascale, ETP4HPC,

Japanish, …) as state of the art.

Overall, these two days were very intensive and fruitful. They allowed members of the Action to show on-going work, to generate

synergies between each other and to exchange ideas and discuss possible collaborations. The industrial session was also very

successful, and the presentations from Exascale project members allowed to explore differences and commonalities with NESUS.

Further contacts have been made to push further cooperation.

More details about the meeting can be consulted in the following link:

http://www.nesus.eu/event/third-nesus-working-groups-meeting?instance_id=153

Jesus Carretero, Action Vice-Chair
Roel Wuyts, Local Organizer, IMEC.

July 2-3, 2015
IMEC, Lueven, Belgium

NESUS 3rd Working Groups Meeting

The third management committee meeting of COST Action IC1305 (NESUS) took place at MTA

SZTAKI (Budapest) on April 17th 2015. Action IC1305 Management Committee met with the

goal of evaluating the results of the Action´ s first year and to plan activities for the second

year. The MC agreed to push further cooperation of members by increasing the budget for

Short-Term Scientific Missions and to reinforce external cooperation by inviting more

companies and other COST Actions and EU projects related to HPC.

More details about the meeting can be consulted in the following link:

http://www.nesus.eu/event/1310?instance_id=113

Jesus Carretero, Action Chair

April 17th, 2015
SZTAKI , Budapest, Hungary

Third Management Committee Meeting

NESUS Events
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NESUS Events

Second International Workshop
on Sustainable Ultrascale Computing Systems (NESUS 2015)

I t is a pleasure to present the results of the Second

International Workshop on Sustainable Ultrascale Computing

Systems (NESUS 2015) , which covers the topics related to

NESUS COST Action working groups. NESUS 2015 workshop

was held in Krakow, on September 10-11th 2015 and counted

with the participation of 52 members of the Action. The

workshop included 15 full papers, 3 short papers, that, after

further extension and additional review, were selected for

publication. A poster session was also held to allow early

stage researchers to present on-going work.

The workshop program also included three external invited

speakers: Willem Deconinck from European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts; Pawel Plaszczak from Red

Stack Tech Company; and Dr. Joanna Kolozdiej Chair of the

IC4106 COSt Action on High-performance Modelling And

Simulation For Big Data Applications (Chipset) .

More info on the workshop is available of the folliwing link:

http://www.nesus.eu/second-action-wgs-workshop-and-

fourth-mc-meeting.html

The proceedings of the workshop have been edited as a book

and published on-line in the action web site. We want to

thank to the author for their participation and to Javier

Garcia-Blas and Raimondas Ciegis for their work as editors.

The proceedings paper book includes more than 120 pages

and it has been published by University Carlos I I I of Madrid.

An electronic open access version can be found in the

following link to the proceedings:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/31ksrifeph9gen7/second-nesus-

workshop_krakow2015.pdf.

A Special Issue on Sustainable Ultrascale Computing Systems

and Applications has been scheduled in the Journal of

Supercomputing.

http://link.springer.com/journal/11227.

Jesus Carretero. Action Chair.
Roman Wyrzykowski. Local Organizer.

September 11, 2015
AGH University of Krakow, Krakow, Poland

Fouth Management Committee Meeting

The fourth management committee meeting of COST Action IC1305 (NESUS) took place at AGH University in Krakow (Poland)

on September 11th 2015. Action IC1305 Management Committee met with the goal of evaluating the activities of the first

semester of the Second Year and to plan activities for the second semester and organize the Winter School and Research

Roadmap workgroup organization.

More details about the meeting can be consulted in the following link:

http://www.nesus.eu/second-action-wgs-workshop-and-fourth-mc-meeting.html

Jesus Carretero, Action Chair
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NESUS Activities

Challenges and Opportunities from NESUS Project

WG3: Resilience within Ultra-scale Computing System

Although resilience is already an established field in system

science and many methodologies and approaches are

available to deal with it, the unprecedented scales of

computing, of the massive data to be managed, new network

technologies, and drastically new forms of massive scale

appli- cations bring new challenges that need to be

addressed.

In a recent publication [1] , the members of the WG3 had the

opportunity to review the challenges and approaches linked

to the robustness of Ultra-scale Computing Systems (UCSs)

from multiple perspectives: the resilience aspects of

hardware-software co-design for ultra-scale systems,

resilience against (security) attacks, new approaches and

methodologies to resilience in ultra-scale systems,

applications and case studies. In essence, resilience is an

ability of a system to efficiently deliver and maintain (in a

timely manner) a correct service despite failures and

changes. I t is important to emphasize this term in

comparison with a closely related "fault tolerance". The latter

indicates only a well-defined behaviour of a system once an

error occurs. For example, a system is resilient to an effect on

an error (in one of its components) if it continues correct

operation and service delivery (possibly degraded in some

way) . Whereas, it is fault tolerant to the error when it is able

to detect and notify about the existence of the problem with

possible recovery to the correct state. The existing practices

of dependable design deal reasonably well with achieving

and predicting dependability in systems that are relatively

closed and unchanging. Yet, the tendency to make all kinds

of large-scale systems more interconnected, open, and able

to change without new intervention by designers, makes

existing techniques inadequate to deliver the same levels of

dependability. For instance, evolution of the system itself and

its uses impairs dependability: new components "create"

system design faults or vulnerabilities by feature interaction

or by triggering pre-existing bugs in existing components;

likewise, new patterns of use arise, new interconnections

open the system to attack by new potential adversaries, and

so on.

In all cases, UCSs are naturally prone to errors and failures

which are no longer rare events. This is due to their inherent

scale. Indeed, there are many sources of faults and they

are inevitable due to the defects introduced into the system

at the stages of its design, construction or through its

exploitation (e.g. software bugs, hardware faults, problems

with data transfer) . A fault may occur by a deviation of a

system from the required operation leading to an error (for

instance a software bug becomes apparent after a subroutine

call) . Errors in the system may cause a (service) failure and

depending on its type, successive faults and errors may be

introduced (error/failure propaga- tion) . The distinction

between faults, errors and failures is important because

these terms create boundaries allowing analysis and coping

with different threats. In essence, faults are the cause of

errors (reflected in the state) which without proper handling

may lead to failures (wrong and unexpected outcome).

In practice, there are five specific fault models relevant in

distributed computing: omission, duplication, timing, crash,

and byzantine failures, the later being the harder to cover.

Generally, error handling is typically solved through three

main generic approaches:

• Rollback technics, where the system is restored to the last

known, error-free state.

• Rollforward, where the current, erroneous system state is

discarded and replaced with a one newly created and

initialized.

• Compensation solutions based on components’

redundancy and replication, sometimes referred to as fault

masking.

When it comes with UCSs, it becomes necessary to complete

these generic protection with application-specific

approaches commonly referred to as Algorithm-Based Fault

Tolerance (ABFT) . At this level, Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs)

demonstrates remarkable properties suitable for UCSs, in

particular at the level of network protocols (in particular

gossiping ones) .

In all cases, new opportunities have been highlighted and the

NESUS project offers a unique opportunity to further

investigate additional disruptive paradigms and solutions at

all levels: from hardware, languages, compilers, operating

systems, middleware, services, and application-level

solutions. Offering a global view on the reliability/resilience

issues will allow to define the right level of information

exchange between all layers and components in order to

have global (cross-layer/component) solution.

S. Varrette and P. Bouvry

[1 ] P. Bouvry, R. Mayer, J. Muszynski, D. Petcu, A. Rauber, G.

Tempesti, T. Trinh, and S. Varrette. Resilience within Ultrascale

Computing System: Challenges and Opportunities from Nesus

Project. Intl. J. on Supercomputing Frontiers and Innovations,

2(2):46–63, 2015
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Parallel processing for gravity inversion

Recent research in Polytechnic University of Tirana (UPT), Albania were focused in improvement of 3D gravity inversion

algorithm parallelized with MPI . The  procedure for selection of best mass density incremental in each relaxation iteration was

done on basis of locally weighted least squares error of the increment effect taking into consideration the local linear trend of

observed anomaly. The improved algorithm gave good inversion results for models of two-body geosections. During the test

of the modified algorithm using the parallel system of UPT the same model was executed several times with different number

of parallel processes in order to investigate the effect of network communication delays during data exchange between

processes. Results showed that network delays have little impact in the runtime and that the software may be run in multi-

grid systems to achieve the inversion of high resolution models.

Neki Frasheri,
Polytechnic University ofTirana

Collaboration between Univ. Porto (Portugal) and Univ.
Innsbruck (Austria)

This collaboration initiated under NESUS Cost Action during

the meetings of 2014, where both groups presented research

related to resource management of large systems. First, a

PhD student, Hamid Arabnejad, from U. Porto visit the group

of U. Innsbruck through the STSM programme, which subject

was Budget-Deadline Constraint-conscious Workflow

Scheduling. One of the most effective representations of a

parallel application is the workflow that consists of many

tasks with logical and data dependencies that can be

dispatched to different computational nodes. As the energy

consumed by the systems becomes the main constraint for

achieving Exascale computing, this is transposed to the job

level as a cost that each application cannot exceed. Thus,

cost and time have become the two most important concerns

and the cost/time trade-off problem for scheduling

applications has become challenging. The aim of the short-

term scientific mission was to study on heuristic strategies for

workflow scheduling to satisfy multiple Quality-of-Service

parameters. Many algorithms have been proposed for multi-

objective scheduling, but in most of them, meta-heuristic

methods or search-based strategies have been used to

achieve good solutions. However, these methods based on

meta-heuristics or search-based strategies, usually need

significantly higher planning costs in terms of time-

consuming to produce good results, which makes them less

useful in real platforms that need to obtain map decisions

on-the-fly. From this collaboration we have developed a

heuristic scheduling algorithm, with quadratic time

complexity, that considers time and cost as constraints,

named Deadline-Budget Constrained Scheduling (DBCS), and

is being published in Future Generation Computer Systems

journal. Another approach followed in the multi-objective

resource management is the Pareto-based approach aiming

to approximate the complete set of (nearly-) optimal trade-

off solutions, which gives better solutions than the typical

approach aiming at finding a single trade-off solution by

aggregating or constraining the objectives in an a-priory

fashion. This research is being published in the journal

Simulation Modelling Practice and Theory. Additionally, to

the former work, we have collaborated in the research

related to power and interference aware resource

management, which aim is to optimize the power

consumption of the system as a whole when running

heterogeneous workloads. This research is published in the

2015 September issue of Simulation Modelling Practice and

Theory with the title “PIASA: a Power and Interference Aware
Resource Management Strategy for Heterogeneous Workloads
in Cloud Data Centers.”

Jorge Barbosa, University ofPorto

NESUS Activities
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Dissemination in NESUS: web site impact

Energy-Aware Migration of Virtual Machines Driven by
Predictive Data Mining

The continuous growth of large cloud-based data centers

results in a huge rise of electrical power consumed by

hardware facilities and cooling systems. Consolidation of

virtual machines (VM) is one of the key strategies used to

reduce the power consumption of cloud servers. The basic

idea of consolidation is to allocate the virtual machines on a

few physical servers as possible, while satisfying various

constraints specified as system requirements. By assigning

the virtual machines to a minimal number of physical

servers, some of the nodes will get higher load, but others

will be unused and can be turned off (or hibernated) . For this

reason consolidation is extensively studied. Nevertheless, the

effectiveness of a consolidation strategy strongly depends on

the forecast of the VM resource needs.

The main goal of our research work is to design and develop

a system for energy-aware allocation of virtual machines,

driven by predictive data mining models. In particular,

migration decisions are based on the forecast of the future

computational needs (CPU, RAM) of each virtual machine, in

order to efficiently allocate those on the available servers.

The technique is based on three main steps. First, virtual and

physical machines are monitored, in order to collect data on

their real resource utilization. Then, such data are analyzed

by a data classification algorithm to discover knowledge

models that are descriptive of the resource needs, in terms of

CPU time and RAM size, of each virtual machine. In this way,

each model should accurately express the characters of

resource usage of each individual VM. Finally, at run time,

resource demands from such knowledge models are

predicted. On the basis of such predictions, the allocation of

virtual machines on the available servers is done periodically,

by minimizing the number of busy servers while satisfying

performance constraints and Service Level Agreement

defined with users.

Experimental results, performed on data coming from a real

cloud data center show encouraging benefits in terms of

energy saving. By considering a 27-days period, the energy

consumption was reduced from 1300.64 KWh (no energy-

aware scenario) to 847.10 KWh (adopting our energy-aware

technique) , which corresponds to about 34.87% of energy

saving. Considering a one-year period, we can achieve a

reduction of 6,132 KWh.

Albino Altomare, Eugenio Cesario, Domenico Talia
ICAR-CNR and University ofCalabria

One of the successful metrics of NESUS Cost Action is the world-wide diffusion of the network. Since April 2014, the NESUS’s

web site has received around 16,000 unique visitors, been about 60 sessions per day. The site not only receives attention from

the European countries, but also from countries such as EEUU, India, Brazil, and Japan.

The NESUS’s web site reflects the current activities of working groups, including meetings, scientific papers, and technical

reports. Recently, NESUS published the proceedings of the two organized workshops. The proceedings include presented

papers by the network’s members in Porto and Krakow. More recently, the web site publishes job proposals for PhD, Postdocs,

engineers, and lectures. Since five months ago, 20 job proposals were published in collaboration with the network members.

Finally, the web site counts with two software catalogues. In these catalogues, visitors can get access to both applications and

tools related with sustainable ultrascale solutions. The application catalogue contains 23 solutions that cover different

research fields such as medicine, physics, and computer science. Additionally, the tools repository shares 13 solutions for

enhancing parallel applications.

Javier Garcia Blas
University Carlos III

NESUS Activities
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Special issue in cooperation with NESUS

"Sustainability in Ultrascale Computing Systems"

Supercomputing frontiers and innovations

Ultrascale systems are envisioned as large-scale complex systems joining parallel and distributed computing systems that will

be two to three orders of magnitude larger that today’s systems and that will have to provide cross fertilization among HPC,

large scale distributed systems, and big data management. To have more sustainable systems, there is a need to analyze all

the challenges holistically providing integrated solutions to leverage all factors. This special issue provides a dedicated forum

to present new research efforts in the field of sustainable solutions for ultrascale computing.

TABLE OF CONTENTS:

Exascale Machines Require NewProgramming Paradigms andRuntimes

Georges Da Costa, Thomas Fahringer, Juan Antonio Rico Gallego, Ivan Grasso, Atanas Hristov, Helen D. Karatza, Alexey

Lastovetsky, Fabrizio Marozzo, Dana Petcu, Georgios L. Stavrinides, Domenico Talia, Paolo Trunfio, Hrachya

Astsatryan

Acceleration ofMPI mechanisms for sustainable HPC applications

Jesus Carretero, Javier Garcia-Blas, David E. Singh, Florin Isaila, Alexey Lastovetsky, Thomas Fahringer, Radu Prodan,

Peter Zangerl, Christi Symeonidou, Afshin Fassihi, Horacio Pérez-Sánchez

Resilience within Ultrascale Computing System: Challenges andOpportunities from Nesus Project

Pascal Bouvry, Rudolf Mayer, Jakub Muszyński, Dana Petcu, Andreas Rauber, Gianluca Tempesti, Tuan Trinh,

Sébastien Varrette

EnergyMeasurement Tools forUltrascale Computing: A Survey

Francisco Almeida, Javier Arteaga, Vicente Blanco, Alberto Cabrera

Energy-efficient Algorithms forUltrascale Systems

Jesus Carretero, Salvatore Distefano, Dana Petcu, Daniel Pop, Thomas Rauber, Gudula Rünger, David E. Singh

EnergyEfficiency forUltrascale Systems: Challenges andTrends from Nesus Project

Michel Bagein, Jorge Barbosa, Vicente Blanco, Ivona Brandic, Samuel Cremer, Sebastien Fremal, Helen Karatza,

Laurent Lefevre, Toni Mastelic, Ariel Oleksiak, Anne-Cecile Orgerie, Georgios L. Stavrinides, Sebastien Varrette

SUPERCOMPUTING

FRONTIERS AND INNOVATIONS

AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

http://superfri.org/

Editors-in-Chief:

Jack Dongarra, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, USA

Vladimir Voevodin, Moscow State University, Russia

Invited Editor:

Jesus Carretero, University Carlos I I I of Madrid, Spain

Supercomputing frontiers and innovations, an international journal

Special issue: Sustainability in Ultrascale Computing Systems

Publications
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Book chapter collaboration: Harokopio University of Athens and University of Porto

Grid Computing: Techniques and Future Prospects

Proc. Second International Workshop on Sustainable Ultrascale Computing

Systems - NESUS 2015

Evaluating data caching techniques in DMCF workflows using
Hercules

In this collaboration we addressed the problem of resource sharing among workflow jobs and discussed economic models for

resource management and pricing on a grid environment. Many scheduling algorithms for workflow applications target a

single application at each time but the degree of parallelism of an application depends on the workflow structure, and for a

task parallelism approach, the degree of parallelism will determine the degree of utilization of the resources reserved for the

application. As today’s computing nodes have several cores and considerable computing power, the single application

approach may lead to higher computational costs when considering the energy spent to execute the job. A plausible

alternative is to share resources among applications, avoiding static reservation of resources, so that the energy spent by a job

is minimized. Resource management is a complex undertaking due to different usage policies, cost models, varying load and

availability patterns. Traditional models and approaches give emphasis on system-centric resource management. In future

grids, however, the technical focus shifts toward business, and requirements are based on a user-centric service provisioning

perspective. Consequently, resource management is supposed to follow economic-based approaches, focusing on delivering

maximum utility to the individual user. Decisions should therefore be steered by the user valuation of their results, and price

dynamics must be taken under consideration as a key deciding factor in resource use. The use of market-like techniques

regulates the supply and demand for resources, provides an incentive for providers, and motivates the users to make trade-

offs between deadlines, budgets and the required level of quality of service. These scheduling issues were discussed in the

book chapter co-authored by Jorge Barbosa (U. Porto) and Christos Michalakelis (Harokopio University of Athens) .

Online: https://www.novapublishers.com/catalog/product_info.php?products_id=53928

Jorge Barbosa, University ofPorto

Jorge G. Barbosa, Christos Michalakelis and Hamid Arabnejad, "Resource Sharing for Scientific Workflows on Computational Grids", in

Grid Computing: Techniques and Future Prospects, by Jorge G. Barbosa and Inês C. Dutra, Nova Science Publishers, Computer Science,

Technology and Applications Series, 2015

Publications

The Data Mining Cloud Framework (DMCF) is an environment for designing and executing data analysis workflows in cloud

platforms.Currently, DMCF relies on the default storage of the public cloud provider for any I/O related operation. This implies

that the I/O performance of DMCF is limited by the performance of the default storage. In this work we propose the usage of

the Hercules system within DMCF as an ad-hoc storage system for temporary data produced inside workflow-based

applications. Hercules is a distributed in-memory storage system highly scalable and easy to deploy. The proposed solution

takes advantage of the scalability capabilities of Hercules to avoid the bandwidth limits of the default storage. Early

experimental results are presented in this paper, they show promising performance, particularly for write operations,

compared to the performance obtained using the default storage services.

Given the good results of this preliminary evaluation, our objective in the near future is to evaluate Hercules in more complex

scenarios, with an increasing number of workers and I/O nodes, to better know the potential capabilities to work together

with DMCF, and in addition to investigate the limitations of Azure Storage. Furthermore, it will be interesting to evaluate

Hercules against Azure Storage in scenarios where Azure Storage is expected to have worse performance: changing the chunk

size, changing the file size, changing the access patterns, etc. After this first analysis of the capabilities of Hercules in complex

cases, we will continue working in the integration of Hercules and DMCF, and in the evaluation of the price/performance ratio

reached by Hercules in contrast with different cloud storage services. The final objective of our joint research is a fully

working DMCF solution using Hercules as temporary storage for real data analysis applications.

Francisco Rodrigo Duro, Fabrizio Marozzo, Javier Garcia Blas, Jesus Carretero, Domenico Talia, Paolo Trunfio
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Energy-aware Cloud Control for
Performance-based Pricing

Resource management optimization in multi-core
and multi-machine platforms

The purpose of the STSM was to enable Dr. Atanas Hristov to

visit Professor Pierre Kuonen at the University of Applied

Sciences of Western Switzerland in order to discuss his

experience and to extend his knowledge in the area of High

Performance Computing, more specifically in the area of new

sustainable programming models and runtimes with main

focus on improving the programmability of modern systems.

During the STSM, I spent two weeks at the University of

Applied Sciences of Western Switzerland, in the College of

Engineering and Architecture in Fribourg, Switzerland, under

supervision of Professor Pierre Kuonen. The work carried out

during my visit has been mainly focused on exploring the

modern trends in the area of High-Performance Computing,

multi-core and multi-machine platforms, as well as, the tools

there are used by this research group in order to exploit these

systems in efficient way, such as Parallel Object Programming

in C++ (POP C++) and POP Java. On the other hand we have

very effective collaboration in the area of interconnection

networks, more specifically in interconnection topologies,

where we developed a new interconnection topology for the

computer cluster located at the University of Information

Science and Technology, based on K-Ring graph topology.

Furthermore, I gained important contact and a plenty

discussion with Beat Wolf - PhD students currently working in

the field of Bioinformatics, more specifically in the area of DNA

sequencing. We agree that we can continue with our

collaboration after the finishing of the STSM. We consider this

STSM a very successful, and we estimate that the project will

take several months to be completed.

I am very grateful to Professor Pierre Kuonen and his team for

the kind welcome and to the NESUS COST action members to

make it possible.

Anastas Hristov, University of Information Science and
Technology “St. Paul the Apostle”, Ohrid, Macedonia

STSM Visits

The visit to Vienna was very pleasant, particularly in spring. As part of the Short Term Scientific Mission, I met my collaborators

Dr. Ivona Brandic and Drazen Lucanin from the Electronic Commerce Group at the Vienna University of Technology to discuss

ideas and work together in order to extend our previous work 1[1] .

The first day we had our meeting to brainstorm ideas and determine the direction of our work. We decided to extend our cloud

controller for multi-core CPUs in order to achieve energy savings without significantly impacting application performance. The

work is based on performance-based pricing schemes offered by several providers such as CloudSigma and ElasticHosts and

addresses the use of CPU frequency scaling in geographically distributed clouds.

During the two-week period, we implemented the new power and pricing models and incorporated them to the simulator, which

is written in Python. We also performed some initial simulations and obtained preliminary results. For our data analysis we used

the library Pandas. Before my return to Manchester, we started writing a paper to publish the results, which we continued after

the STSM. To do so, we used ShareLateX, an online collaborative editor, which allowed us to continue the writing together,

adding details and results remotely.

Overall, I had a very nice and productive time in Vienna, continuing the scientific collaboration with the group at Vienna

University of Technology on the one hand and seeing various events, impressive monuments and different architectural styles.

Ilia Pietri, University ofManchester, UK

[1 ] D. Lucanin, I. Pietri, I. Brandic, R. Sakellariou, A Cloud controller for Performance-based Pricing, 8th IEEE International Conference on

Cloud Computing, June 27-July 2, 2015
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Integrating Conflict-free Replicated Data Types in
dataClay to achieve Strong Eventual Consistency

Cost model for energy-aware virtualized
environments

The aim of this STSM is to start up a collaboration between the

computer science department of the University of Neuchatel

with Anne-Cecile Orgérie of IRISA Rennes to investigate energy

and performance metrics for prize models that covers

computing, storage and networking. The basic idea is to

combine a fine-grained analysis of the resource utilization by

each virtual machine and a global knowledge of the energy

consumption of the entire Cloud infrastructure.

The challenge is to provide a pricing model that divides the

overall costs and maps them to the respective services. For

solving this, it is necessary to know 1) the overall data center

consumption and 2) fine-grained monitoring down to the

process-level. This leads to a number of difficulties that have

to be faced. Usually, a data center comprises heterogeneous

hardware as there are different generations of servers,

different generations of routers, etc. I f multiple data centers

are considered in a multi-cloud scenario, the problem gets

harder as additional communication costs have to be

considered.

For the per-user power accounting, we developed theoretical

power models that are workload and resource aware. We

defined how our already existing tools should be extended for

the practical realization of the models. As a next step we

defined how the single per-use models could be mapped to

the static power consumption of the data center. As this was a

two week STSM we further defined the next steps, selected the

workloads to be used and configured the experimental

environment.

All in all I spent two amazing weeks in Rennes with fruitful

discussions with Anne-Cecile and the Myriads team and (as I

have been told) with extreme luck regarding the weather. I was

well integrated in the team and enjoyed the very productive

environment.

Anita Sobe, University ofNeuchatel, Switzerland

STSM Visits

The purpose of this STSM was to find ways of collaboration between two member organizations of the NESUS working group 4

(Sustainable data management) , that seemed to have interests in common: the Barcelona Computing Center (BSC) and

HASLab/INESC TEC & Universidade do Minho.

In the Storage System Research Group at the BSC we are developing a data sharing platform called dataClay. dataClay is a

distributed platform that manages data in the form of objects. This platform allows independent applications to share both data

(objects) and data models (classes) , including their behavior (methods) . On the other hand, the interest at HASLab is in scalable

distributed systems and Conflict-free Replicated Data Types (CRDTs) . CRDTs are a specific kind of data types that provide strong

eventual consistency, availability and partition-tolerance to applications that deal with shared data, in such a way that

coordination costs are avoided.

During the STSM, we learnt that the objects managed by dataClay are too complex to fit current CRDT designs, which led us to

starting a collaboration to design a more general concept of CRDT. The output of this research is promising: it represents an

important contribution to current state of the art, and at the same time will be very useful to provide dataClay replicated objects

with strong eventual consistency guarantees.

Anna Queralt, Barcelona Supercomputing Center, Barcelona, Spain
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Methods for performance evaluation and power
management in the stencil-based applications on GPUs

STSM Visits

From 10th to 28th November I participated in COST-STSM at Technical University of Lisbon. I have a great opportunity to

cooperate with the team headed by Prof. Leonel Sousa, where I was perform research in the field of methods for performance

evaluation and power management in the stencil-based applications both on CPUs and GPUs.

During my stay I was familiar with tools (enermon for energy measurement on CPU, scripts developed at Technical University of

Lisabon for energy measurement on GPU) and techniques for energy and power optimization (dynamic frequency scaling, DFS) .

One of the main achievement of my stay was developing an energy-aware mechanism for the multidimensional positive defined

advection transport algorithm that allows for reducing energy consumption by 29% on the Intel Xeon CPUs.

The results of our joint research will be presented on scientific conferences like PPAM 2015, as well as on COST IC1305 NESUS

meetings. I t is also planned to publish joint papers, at least one in a journal, and one in a conference proceedings.

KrzysztofRojek, Czestochowa University ofTechnology, Czestochowa, Poland

Energy-aware scheduling for complex jobs
with time constraints

The purpose of this Short Term Scientific Mission (STSM) was

to exchange ideas and knowledge on the different aspects of

workflow scheduling and how to introduce energy awareness

in the various scheduling techniques. During this STSM, I had

the opportunity to discuss and exchange ideas on scheduling

in large-scale distributed systems with Professor Jesus

Carretero and the members of the Computer Architecture,

Communications and Systems Group (ARCOS) at the Carlos I I I

University of Madrid, Spain.

During several meetings with the members of the ARCOS

group, their current line of work was presented. Among other

topics, the group is currently working on the energy aspects of

I/O, as well as approaches to reduce the I/O latency, by

exploiting data locality. Specifically, the group focuses on the

exploitation of data locality during the execution of workflows

on distributed resources. The aim is to schedule computation

jobs in the nodes containing the required data, utilizing a

distributed in-memory store based on Memcached. Another

aspect of data locality that the group focuses on is the

reduction of I/O latency of mobile cloud applications. This is

achieved through a hierarchical cloud storage system, based

on multiple I/O caching layers.

In order to give to the members of the ARCOS group a more

detailed description of my current research work with

Professor Helen D. Karatza in the Parallel and Distributed

Systems Group (PDSG) at the Aristotle University of

Thessaloniki, a relevant presentation was given. The

framework described involved a heterogeneous distributed

system where multiple workflow applications with end-to-end

deadlines arrive dynamically. A detailed presentation was

given, describing the examined system and workload model,

the proposed workflow scheduling approach that combines

bin packing techniques and imprecise computations in order

to utilize schedule gaps, as well as the performance evaluation

methodology that was employed.

Through our several meetings and discussions, we exchanged

ideas and knowledge on our current research areas, covering

the different aspects of workflow scheduling and how energy

awareness could be incorporated into the frameworks under

study. The result of this STSM will be a joint publication in a

scientific journal, regarding the two different aspects of

workflow scheduling in large-scale distributed systems, the

QoS and the data locality perspective.

Georgios L. Stavrinides, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki,
Greece
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Supercomputing for optimal design

Energy model for cloud based simulator

This STSM visit, besides being a great opportunity to meet the

group of distributed systems at the University of Tartu and

visiting the historic city of Tartu, Estonia; served as the starting

point for further collaboration in the areas of multiphysics

simulations and numerical optimization on HPC

environments.

During the first day, I had an initial meeting with Dr. Benson

Muite, a research fellow of the distributed systems group of the

Institute of Computer Science and we discussed about our

current research projects, common areas of research and the

main focus of this collaboration. I also introduced to the host

group the open-source multiphysics simulations library

OpenFOAM® and the open-source numerical optimization

package DAKOTA, tools that can be used to achieve the

objectives set in this collaboration.

During this short visit, we worked on using OpenFOAM®, a

simple finite difference model written in fortran, and DAKOTA

to optimize heat transport in a simplified model of an

immersion liquid cooled computer. Several simulations were

conducted (using OpenFOAM® and reduced mathematical

models) , and numerical optimization studies were conducted

with the goal to minimize the temperature of the processors by

optimal chip placement in a given liquid filled box. The initial

optimization studies, even if they represented a significant

simplification of the actual liquid cooled computer, gave

satisfactory results in terms of initial temperature distribution

inside a box and in terms of coupling DAKOTA with any

simulation package.

In the future, we are looking towards conducting design

optimization and design space exploration studies of a rugged

POD (http://ruggedpod.qyshare.com/) , or roughly speaking a

low cost easy to produce computer casing which can store

servers, power and network infrastructure, can work in

extreme environment (outside in positive temperature)

without air conditioning and humidity control (hence

removing the need to use a building to store computers) , and

use immersive cooling technology with dielectric mineral oil.

As soon as the prototype has been assembled, we aim at

comparing experimental results conducted on the actual

computer with numerical results obtained using OpenFOAM®.

The final goal of this study is to determine the effect of liquid

cooling on energy consumption at high thermal loads.

Finally, during this visit I also had the opportunity to give a

seminar on design optimization and design exploration at the

institute of computer science of the University of Tartu and at

the Tallinn University of Technology, where students are

interested in using computational flu id dynamics simulations

to optimize the performance of racing cars. A recording of one

of the seminars can be found at:

http://www.uttv.ee/naita?id=22057

As a long term deliverable arising from this STSM funded visit,

it is envisage preparing a conference paper or a journal paper

related to the optimization study of thermal dissipation

systems in liquid cooled computers.

Joel Guerrero, University ofGenoa, Italy

STSM Visits

I arrived at Vienna a nice Saturday afternoon and checked in at

a very affordable airbnb 100 m from the university office. I was

greeted by Dražen Lučanin, a PhD student from TU Vienna,

already on Saturday in the popular student gathering place

called Museums Quartier in central Vienna we spent the

evening in warm weather.

On Monday I met with Dražen and I lia Pietri at the Institute for

Software Technology and Interactive Systems in TU Vienna.

I lia was visiting from University of Manchester and had worked

with Dražen on a previous STSM program. We started the day

by presenting a working plan that Dražen and I lia had been

working on prior to my visit. Because of my background in

power modelling and experimental science, we decided to

integrate part of my work on power models into an already

existing simulation tool Philharmonic from TU Vienna. Since

the weather was sunny and warm I decided to finish early and

visit the city beach in Vienna. Five beers later, the power model

was integrated on paper and Dražen and I lia joined me at the

beach.

We spent the next two days implementing the model and

extending the simulator to support multi-core devices. On the

third day we had a working prototype, and rest of the week

was spent on improving details. As I lia left for Greece in the

end of the week, me and Dražen spent the second week still on

improving details and deciding on the large scale experimental

setup for validating our new simulator extension.

I had a very productive two weeks in TU Vienna thanks to my

enthusiastic and eager colleagues. I also saw most part of the

beautiful Vienna which contributed to a really nice experience.

Simon Holmbacka, Åbo Akademi University, Finland
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Exploiting data locality in cloud I/O-
bounded workflows using Memcached

After a hard trip from Madrid to Cosenza I arrived to the

University of Calabria, in the middle of a beautiful landscape

placed between the coast and the mountains. The peace of the

environment lasted only a few hours, until I arrived to the

DIMES installations. I was gratefully welcomed by Prof.

Domenico Talia, Paolo Trunfio, and Fabrizio Marozzo. After the

kick up meeting we promptly started working on the

collaboration. I needed to deeply understand how works the

Data Mining Cloud Framework (DMCF) developed at the

University of Calabria for trying to improve the I/O

performance.

The current version of DMCF is implemented using the Azure

infrastructure and uses Azure Storage for every I/O operation.

The objective of the collaboration is to apply our distributed

in-memory storage system, namely Hercules, to improve the

I/O performance in workflow temporary data accesses. This

novel approach has two main objectives.

First, the solution takes advantage of the scalability

capabilities of Hercules in order to avoid the bandwidth limits

of the default Azure Storage. When the number of Hercules I/O

nodes increases, the total available aggregated bandwidth

usable by worker nodes is enhanced. Any number of I/O nodes

can be deployed to achieve the requirements of an specific

application.

Second, thanks to the easy deployment of Hercules, an ad-hoc

in-memory storage system can be deployed to avoid the

contention produced during peak-loads in the cloud storage

service.

The work started by understanding how the Azure

infrastructure is organized, the I/O limits of this infrastructure,

and the potential capabilities for our Hercules solution. In

addition to the examination of the Azure documentation, we

run a series of micro-benchmark applications to evaluate the

node-to-node and node-to-storage bandwidth verifying the

potential improvements using Hercules as caching between

different workflow stages.

Despite of the intense work held during the visit, I spent some

great time in the Calabria region thanks to the magnificent

kindness of the hosts, that showed me the best delights of the

italian cuisine, like the ubiquitous pizza or the tartufo typical

from Pizzo, and the most beautiful spots of the Tyrrhenian

coast, such as the crystalline turquoise waters of Tropea.

The obtained preliminary results are pretty promising, and

both members of University Carlos I I I and University of

Calabria, are excited to continue the collaboration in the future

to achieve the best possible results. Hopefully, we will see

Fabrizio visiting us in Madrid in the upcoming months and we

will write paper for the NESUS community.

Francisco José Rodrigo Duro, University Carlos III Madrid, Spain

STSM Visits
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“Bird of a Feather” session in SuperComputing 2015

NESUS Action Chair will participate in a “Bird of a Feather” session in

SuperComputing 2015. The tile of the BoF session is:

"Taking on Exascale Challenges: Key Lessons and International

Collaboration Opportunities Delivered byEuropean Cutting-Edge HPC

Initiatives"

Nesus chair, Jesus Carretero, will participate together with representatives of

major HPC associations and centers across Europe. The session will be led by

like Prof. Mark Parsons (EPCC) and Mr. Jean-François Lavignon (ETP4HPC &

BULL) . Other participants will be Dr. Estela Suarez from Juelich Research

Center.

Supercomputing Conference in Russia

Supercomputing Consortium of Russian Universities and Federal Agency for Scientific Organizations in cooperation with the

NESUS project announce "Russian Supercomputing Days" International Conference which will be held at September 28-29,

2015 in Moscow, Russia.

The conference will cater to the interests of a wide range of representatives from science, industry, business, education,

government, and students – anyone connected to the development or the use of supercomputing technologies. The conference

topics will cover all aspects of supercomputing technologies: software and hardware design, solving large tasks, application of

supercomputing technologies in industry, exaflop computing issues, supercomputing education, and many others.

An exhibition, round tables, workshops, training sessions, the Top50 announcement, awards ceremony, and industrial and

educational events, etc will take place along with the scientific conference. Leaders of the global supercomputing community will

attend the conference to give plenary talks.

Vladimir Voevodin, Moscow State University

Additional info: http://RussianSCDays.org/en

Guest corner

New H2020 EINFRA project: VI-SEEM

A new project entitled: "VRE for regional Interdisciplinary communities in Southeast Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean"

(VI -SEEM) will start on October 1, 2015. The overall project's objective is to provide user-friendly integrated e-Infrastructure

platform for regional cross-border Scientific Communities in Climatology, Life Science, and Cultural Heritage for the SEEM region;

by linking compute, data, and visualization resources, as well as services, models, software and tools to carry out new

experiments and simulations on large-scale e-Infrastructures.

This Virtual Research Environment (VRE) will provide the scientists and researchers with the support in full lifecycle of

collaborative research: accessing and sharing relevant research data, using it with provided codes and tools to carry out new

experiments and simulations on large-scale e-Infrastructures, and producing new knowledge and data - which can be stored and

shared in the same VRE.

Part of the project's consortium members are NESUS members.

More information: http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/198274_en.html and http://danube-inco.net/object/project/15791
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HLPGPU 2016:   High-Level Programming for Heterogeneous and Hierarchical

Parallel Systems
co-located with HiPEAC 2016

Prague, Czech Republic, January 19, 2016

Paper submission deadline: October 30, 2015

Poster submission deadline: January 15, 2016

https://www.hipeac.net/2016/prague/

16th IEEE/ACM International Symposium on Cluster, Cloud and Grid Computing

Cartagena, Colombia, May 16-19, 2016
Paper submission deadline: October 30, 2015

Poster submission deadline: January 15, 2016

Workshop proposal deadline: October 30, 2015

www.pdp2016.org/

24th Euromicro Intl. Parallel, Distributed and Network-Based Processing (PDP

2016)

Heraklion, Crete, Greece, Febraury 17-19, 2016
Paper submission deadline: October 15, 2015

Notification of acceptance: November 3, 2015

www.pdp2016.org/

Austin, Texas, USA, November 15-20, 2015

http://sc15.supercomputing.org/

The International Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking,

Storage and Analysis

Niagara Falls, Canada, October 5-7, 2015

http://www.ieee-cloudnet.org/

The 2015 4th IEEE International Conference on Cloud Networking (IEEE CloudNet

2015)

in Open Journal of Cloud Computing

Submission Deadline: September 10, 2015

Author Notification: October 25, 2015

http://www.ronpub.com/index.php/journals/ojcc/special-issues

Special Issue: "Sustainable High Performance Computing (SHPC-2015)"

in Journal of Supercomputing

http://link.springer.com/journal/11227

Special Issue on Sustainable Ultrascale Computing Systems and Applications

in Journal of Microprocessors and Microsystems

Submission of special issue manuscript: October 15, 2015

Notification of special issue acceptance: November 1, 2015

http://www. journals.elsevier.com/microprocessors-and-microsystems/call-for-papers/sustainable-

processor-architectures-and-applications/

Special Issue on  Sustainable Processor Architectures and Applications.

Upcoming events




